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Janet Miller
Interview show
"It is now about for humanity to come to a heart chakra attunement"

“Great Universal Life is Uniqueness”
“There may be differences”

Channeling for the viewers,
Greetings from the Spirit, you are.
First of all, We would like to say that We see the developments of humanity on Earth. Not that all
beautiful things are happening now, no……, there is a lot of pain visible on Earth.
But the underlying flow in many events is a flow of "wanting to go in revolutions, wanting to go into
transformations."
The world is increasingly open to deeper vision.
The world also has to change, because much more Light has already come into the earthly realities,
Which means that more changes will automatically occur.
That is a law.
When more Light comes to Earth, humanity is more willing to grow in consciousness.
And that also creates events that evoke this growth in consciousness.
And which at the same time usher in a phase of growth, which starts conscious changes.
And that is what it is all about in the near future on Earth and in worldly affairs.
The point now is to consciously enter into changes.
It will be conscious choices to do things differently, because the world has already changed.
The events of the coronavirus have given rise to a greater receptivity to look differently at the normal
course of events.
However, this current change is just the beginning.
The bigger changes are still to come.
These larger changes have everything to do with the misconceptions that are going on in human
feelings and thinking about each other.
Of course there is a difference in people, in opinions, in beliefs, in mentality, and so on.
This cannot be otherwise, because there is by definition difference.
This difference is now an important point in humanity who believes that difference should not be
there.
A thought in many people’s mind is: "If everyone thinks the way we think, it will be all right."
But it’s not. That's not true.
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If everyone thinks, feels and does the same now, then there is still war and violence.
Because humanity still doesn’t understand that the larger inner life is not the same as the outer life.
For humanity still does not understand that inner life constitutes and reshapes outer life.
How the current state of being is of man's own inner life, is therefore an important fact.
What inner attunement is there? What inner alignment do I have?
That is why the given message through channeling about the mirrors of corona, is so important to let
it in very consciously and to let in again and again.
From there, another truth will be touched inwardly, which makes people dare to feel deeper.
People are afraid of difference.
That is why there is such a great desire for wanting to be right, and wanting to be equal to everyone.
However, the Great Universal Life is a manifestation of energy that constantly produces uniqueness,
or rather let it be born.
The entire Great Cosmic Life is uniqueness.
An Uniqueness that comes from Love and Love is a formless thing.
Love is a concept in earthly life while this concept, as it is known by humanity, is a miniscule small part
of what the Great Divine Source of Life really is.
The Great Universal Life is Uniqueness.
From this uniqueness all life comes forth.
So does humanity.
And every human being, every person, has become meant to express his own uniqueness.
By doing this and allowing the power of love to flow and manifest in it, new impulses of love can also
arise. It is then a creation from the inner available uniqueness that can again shape the love, which is
uniqueness and carries within it, as new.
That was the intention.
However, humanity has made the fall into the dark to learn to rediscover itself deeper.
This fall has been going on for centuries.
This long road has created many awareness processes and at the same time much has been lost.
All that has been lost of that uniqueness of life and of each unique human being in itself, has been
rediscovered, but now wants to go into a stronger path of accelerations.
The present world, you as humans, are now learning to feel deeper again from the heart, from the
heart chakra. And that's a good move.
That movement says that the suffering as it usually is on Earth now, is completely meaningless.
This unnecessary suffering is absolutely meaningless.
Why continue with something that is absolutely meaningless?
Why constantly make it difficult for yourself and your fellow man, why always give each other a lot of
pain and a lot of denails, when this only gives you more distance from the real purpose of life?
Why want to hold on to that unnecessary struggle?
That is exactly what it will be about in the present time.
These questions are going to be felt deeper and deeper inwardly in many people.
More and more people are going to feel that deep meaninglessness and feel it for themselves in what
they experience, or in what one sees happening in the world.
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Wanting to hold on to the deep meaninglessness of suffering, to stand from each other to life, do not
allowing each other the light in the eyes; it is enough.
The Earth is in change, humanity is in change, the individual is in change.
That is where current developments are accelerating.
This is also necessary to prevent much more pain and misery, and to prevent planet Earth from beeing
pulled into an ever-deeper downward spiral.
The Earth and humanity learn to cooperate more in the present time.
Or rather, humanity learns to cooperate better with the Earth.
We therefore wish to indicate that it is important for every human being, really for every person, to
find himself in his uniqueness.
Based on that, learn to develop himself and to let his qualities grow and bloom more.
The uniqueness of man should be allowed to exist.
From there, learn to appreciate and support everyone's uniqueness.
So no more taking away each other's uniqueness, no more denigrating, no more trivializing, no more
suppressing, no ..... just learning to appreciate each other’s uniqueness.
Appreciating each other’s presence, from the perspective of the soul, can bring about a great change
in earthly life.
That is why We wish to indicate:
focus on learning to appreciate and on being able to find yourself again in appreciation.
Appreciating life,
valuing everyone as equal,
appreciating that there may be a difference,
appreciating to represent one’s own culture out of peace,
appreciating that someone else is allowed may think differently, which can also give rise to
consciousness growth,
appreciating that difference actually encourages letting go of the equal,
appreciating that everyone is light and love,
appreciating that everyone is a soul,
appreciating that everyone is there to help improve earthly life,
appreciating that everyone is on their way to discover more of their own soul and origin.
Tune all of you more towards "learning to appreciate".
From there you look at yourself and the other with different eyes.
You learn to look with the eyes of the soul.
The other is not your enemy, …only if you all make each other an enemie.
Another is not necessarily bad, …only if you agree with each other to make it happen.
The other is not inferior because he or she looks or thinks differently, …only if you make it with each
other.
Take a good look at what We are now naming:
You all determine, you all decide, how things are made or will be created.
And this vision is going to be felt more and more inwardly in the present time.
Not as a thought or opinion that is taken over from another, no: it will really be felt inside.
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And that makes that an inner stimulus wakes up in yourself, in you as a huming being, that the
problems are made by accepting all kinds of thoughts.
They are made.
They are not already there, they are made, and they have been made for centuries.
To change all this, requires that deep inner voice and the feeling from the heart chakra.
A growing heart chakra.
That is why We ask all of you: be more aware of everything you think and feel, and how this passes
into your actions. This will make the inner life speak more, because you allow the negative and all
prejudices to become visible. From there you can come home inwardly, because the inner way clears
away old thoughts.
Old structures will collapse in the present times, because the new structures are born from within.
Such structures from within are based on loving truths.
They are connected to the inner Laws of Light and Love.
Now that these inner Laws are opening up more on an inner level, the way from within is to become
more manifest. That is what you are all working towards now.
How to shape this in a world that still knows and carries so much pain?
That is allowing things to change.
That is allowing the inner way to demand new forms of listening.
That is to allow humanity to demand and need more justice.
That is allowing your own heart chakra to heal by opening up another way of life from within.
The practical thing is that thinking about difference, about being different, has to enter into a change
and a letting go.
So be open to learn to think more broadly, really more wider.
Be open to difference, in the sense that there may be a difference.
Be open to a way of life that wants to be grafted on to Light and Love, and no longer on darkness and
hate. And this applies to everyone.
The revolutions, the transformations, must come from the mind, from the thinking.… and the feeling
will follow and the expressions as well.
Dare to learn to think that everyone is Light and Love and that everyone can be attuned to it and live
from it again. Really everyone can learn to do this.
Even those who have now put their domain in the spiral of violence, who live from violence, so to
speak.
Also those who can no longer take care of themselves and have going into crime.
Also those who have much more criminal behavior in them, than love for life.
Also for those who act badly towards their fellow man. Also them. Even them.
Everyone can change and everyone can grow inwardly.
And certainly if the movement of thinking is going to take shape from the deep inner feeling that is
attuned to the inner Light.
That is why We call on humanity: turn on your inner Light again!
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Recreate that inner connection and let real inner life be at the forefront again.
A completely different feeling and completely different values will come back to life that will benefit
everyone. Also for those who are not now inwardly connected to their own light.
Learn to accept yourself.
Learn to love yourself.
Love yourself.
From that you learn to see the whole life and every fellow human being as a valuable fact.
You do not live for yourself alone, you live for the whole life in its great entirety.
Think in terms of Light and Love.
Learn to see with the eyes of the soul.
"It is now about for humanity to come to a heart chakra attunement"
Greetings from the Spirit, you are.”
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